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Nowadays most of the urgent problems can only be solved through 
international cooperation. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

 

We all do agree that on its every corner our world is facing troubles some of 
which would naturally be pressing, but as for who must tackle them, it might 
depend on where they have occurred.  Some occur right on some neighboring 
countries’ borderlines which leads them to be considered a multinational 
issue, Some over international seas or off all states, far beyond any, where no 
man has ever lived, that is to say on the South Pole or in an orbit around Earth, 
and still, not local. Even though, obviously, in such cases, worldwide measures 
should be taken to approach matters, what if one happens within a country?

Followed from the above, many of the internationally well-meant actions 
have been pessimistically considered interference in other nations’ affairs. 
Fervently devoted to this belief, governments and sometimes citizens would 
rather decide on what has to be done alone and independently. Meanwhile, 
foreigners are expected to wisely stay away. Not long ago, a Russian submarine 
sadly started to sink. Russians might have been too arrogant to confess this 
incident, such a scandal, or too obsessed about their military secrets to let 
anyone there. Late enough they realized it was something they could not deal 
with on their own, and once announced, barely did anyone trouble themselves 
to go that late to help whereas submariners, humans like usmen, could have 
been saved. Therefore, I’d say a universal aid should be warmly welcomed 
without a second thought at least when severely crisis-stricken. 

From another perspective, countries must take/shoulder responsibility for 
any human or environmental situation the world would face. We are all in the 
same boatone ship, spaceship Earth, which we should care for, for ourselves, 
animals and nature. 

We must employ every resource, skill, and opportunity 
aggregated/accumulated to help each other and to enhance our home, the 
universe. Considering nations’ right to be independent and free along with 
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borderless responsibilities we must take, I gather that people of the world 
must unify whenever need be. 


